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The three matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v), appearing frequently in the investigations of the two-dimensional steady state
motions of elastic solids, are expressed explicitly in terms of the elastic stiﬀness for general anisotropic materials. The spe-
cial cases of monoclinic materials with a plane of symmetry at x3 = 0, x1 = 0, and x2 = 0 are all deduced. Results for ortho-
tropic materials appearing in the literature may be recovered from the present explicit expressions.
 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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It is known that Stroh formalism is mathematically elegant and technically powerful in determining the
two-dimensional deformations not only in anisotropic elastostatics (Stroh, 1958; Ting, 1996) but also in aniso-
tropic elastodynamics (Ting, 1996). In elastostatics, the three real matrices L, S and H, called Barnett–Lothe
tensors appear often in the solutions of many anisotropic boundary value problems. Due to their importance,
the explicit expressions of Barnett–Lothe tensors have been investigated by many researchers. The most gen-
eral anisotropic materials without any symmetry plane assumed were considered by Wei and Ting (1994) and
Ting (1997). Other related works for anisotropic elastic materials with special symmetry plane assumed are
Dongye and Ting (1989) for orthotropic materials, Ting (1992) and Suo (1990) for monoclinic materials with
the symmetry plane at x3 = 0, Tanuma (1996), and Nakamura and Tanuma (1996) for transversely isotropic
materials.
In elastodynamic problems, if the elastic body is in a steady state motion in a certain direction with a con-
stant speed v > 0, then the solutions of these problems are often related to three matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v).0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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face wave speed in an anisotropic elastic half-space is concerned (Ting, 2002). These matrices reduce, respec-
tively, to Barnett–Lothe tensors L, S and H when v = 0. For orthotropic materials, Dongye and Ting (1989)
presented the explicit expressions of L(v), S(v) and H(v). Chadwick and Wilson (1992a,b) formulate these ten-
sors in terms of integrals for monoclinic materials with the symmetry plane at x3 = 0. Explicit expressions are
then deduced for the special case of orthotropic and cubic materials.
In this paper, we obtain the explicit expressions of the matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v) for general anisotropic
materials. The approach developed in our recent work for elastostatic problems (Liou and Sung, submitted for
publication) is extended to the present derivations for the matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v). In previous work (Liou
and Sung, submitted for publication), the Barnett–Lothe tensors L, S and H were expressed in terms of elastic
stiﬀness for general anisotropic materials. Similarly, all elements of matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v) are also
expressed in terms of elastic stiﬀness and results for elastosatics (Liou and Sung, submitted for publication)
may be recovered when v = 0. Explicit expressions of the matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v) derived for general
anisotropic materials are then specialized to the cases of monoclinic materials with the plane of symmetry
at x3 = 0, x1 = 0, and x2 = 0. In particular, the results for the monoclinic materials with symmetry plane at
x3 = 0 remain valid for the degenerate cases when repeated eigenvalues occur. Moreover, our results of
L(v), S(v) and H(v) for orthotropic materials may recover to those previously presented by Dongye and Ting
(1989).
Below is the plan of our work. In Section 2, the Stroh formalism for the steady state motions of aniso-
tropic elastic solids is outlined. In Section 3 the approach used by Liou and Sung (submitted for publi-
cation) was extended to the constructions of the eigenvectors for the steady state problems for anisotropic
materials. With eigenvectors constructed in Section 3, the explicit expressions of the matrices L(v), S(v)
and H(v) are then derived in Section 4. In Sections 5–7, results for materials with symmetry plane at
x3 = 0, x1 = 0, and x2 = 0 are deduced. In Section 8, our results were validated by the special case of
orthotropic materials which were obtained by Dongye and Ting (1989) and ﬁnally in Section 9 we con-
clude our work.
2. The Stroh formalism
Consider a linear elastic body in a steady state motion in the x1-direction with a constant speed v > 0. The
governing equation for the displacement u = [u1,u2,u3]
T for the two-dimensional deformations for which ui
(i = 1,2,3) are independent of x3 isðQ  qv2IÞ o
2u
ox1 ox1



























75: ð2:2ÞHere the contracted notations of the elastic stiﬀness cijks are used to express all the elements of Q, R and T as
shown above. Note that both Q and T are symmetric and positive deﬁnite. In what follows, only the subsonic
problems are considered (Ting, 1996). Therefore, the general solution to Eq. (2.1) can be expressed as follows:u ¼ 2RefAf ðzÞg; ð2:3Þ
whereA ¼ ½a1; a2; a3; ð2:4Þ
f ðzÞ ¼ ½f1ðz1Þ; f2ðz2Þ; f3ðz3ÞT; ð2:5Þand zk = x1  vt + pkx2. Unknown complex number pk and constant vector ak are determined by the
eigenrelation
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whereU ¼ ½Q  qv2I þ pkðRþ RTÞ þ p2kT: ð2:7Þ
Introducing the stress function vector u = [u1,u2,u3]
T, whereu ¼ 2RefBf ðzÞg; ð2:8Þ
the stress components indicated below can be evaluated simply byt1 ¼ ½r11; r12; r13T ¼  ouox2  qv
ou
ot
; t2 ¼ ½r21; r22; r23T ¼ ouox1 : ð2:9ÞNote that the column vectors of matrix B = [b1,b2,b3] appearing in Eq. (2.8) are related to the column vectors
of matrix A = [a1,a2,a3] in the following formbk ¼ ðRT þ pkTÞak; ðk ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ: ð2:10Þ
Moreover, matrices A and B deﬁned above satisfy the orthogonality relations from which the three real matri-
ces L(v), S(v) and H(v) may be deﬁned as (Ting, 1996)LðvÞ ¼ 2iBBT; SðvÞ ¼ ið2ABT  IÞ; HðvÞ ¼ 2iAAT; ð2:11Þ
where i2 = 1. Matrices L(v) and H(v) are symmetric and positive deﬁnite. The deﬁned three matrices L(v),
S(v) and H(v) are not independent. They are related byHðvÞLðvÞ  SðvÞSðvÞ ¼ I ; SðvÞHðvÞ þHðvÞSðvÞT ¼ 0; LðvÞSðvÞ þ SðvÞTLðvÞ ¼ 0: ð2:12a; b; cÞ3. The explicit expressions of A and B for anisotropic material
In this section the matrices A and B are constructed in terms of the elastic stiﬀness for general anisotropic
materials. For general anisotropic material, the matrix U ¼ ½Q  qv2I þ pkðRþ RTÞ þ p2kT, deﬁned in Eq.
(2.7) isU ¼
ðc66p2k þ 2c16pk þ c11Þ ðc26p2k þ ðc12 þ c66Þpk þ c16Þ ðc46p2k þ ðc14 þ c56Þpk þ c15Þ
ðc26p2k þ ðc12 þ c66Þpk þ c16Þ ðc22p2k þ 2c26pk þ c66Þ ðc24p2k þ ðc25 þ c46Þpk þ c56Þ




75; ð3:1Þwhere ckk ¼ ckk  qv2; ðk ¼ 1; 5; 6Þ. To determine the eigenvectors ak = [a1k,a2k,a3k]T, (k = 1,2,3), from the
eigenrelation deﬁned in Eq. (2.10), it would be easier to construct the eigenvectors bk = [b1k,b2k,b3k]
T,
(k = 1,2,3) ﬁrst. This is due to the fact that the condition of r12 = r21 (from Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9)) implying
that b1k, b2k and a2k are actually related to each other byb1k þ pkb2k  qv2a2k ¼ 0; ðk ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ: ð3:2Þ
Employing these conditions, the eigenvectors bk = [b1k,b2k,b3k]
T, (k = 1,2,3) may be assumed in the following
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bk = [b1k,b2k,b3k]
T, (k = 1,2,3) were constructed above, the eigenvectors ak = [a1k,a2k,a3k]
T, (k = 1,2,3)













~bk; ð3:5Þwhere the use of Eq. (3.3) is made. Substitution of Eq. (3.4) into Eq. (3.5) and with some algebraic computa-
tions, it can be shown that the elements of ak are as follows:a1kðpkÞ ¼ ðj11ðpkÞhkðpkÞ þ j10ðpkÞÞ=DðpkÞ; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ;
a2kðpkÞ ¼ ðj21ðpkÞhkðpkÞ þ j20ðpkÞÞ=DðpkÞ; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ;
a3kðpkÞ ¼ ðj31ðpkÞhkðpkÞ þ j30ðpkÞÞ=DðpkÞ; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; ð3:6Þ
a13ðp3Þ ¼ ðj11ðp3Þ þ j10ðp3Þkðp3ÞÞ=Dðp3Þ;
a23ðp3Þ ¼ ðj21ðp3Þ þ j20ðp3Þkðp3ÞÞ=Dðp3Þ;
a33ðp3Þ ¼ ðj31ðp3Þ þ j30ðp3Þkðp3ÞÞ=Dðp3Þ;whereDðpkÞ ¼ D3p3k þ D2p2k þ D1pk þ D0;
D3 ¼ c66c22c44 þ 2c26c24c46  c22c246  c44c226  c66c224;
D2 ¼ c66c22c45  c22c56c46  c22c46c14  c66c25c24 þ c12c24c46  c16c224
þ c16c22c44  c12c26c44 þ c26c25c46 þ c26c24c56 þ c26c24c14  c45c226
þ c46c24ðc66  c66Þ  c44c26ðc66  c66Þ;
D1 ¼ c16c26c44  c22c56c14  c12c26c45  c16c24c46 þ c16c22c45 þ c14c66c24
þ c26c25c14  c16c25c24  c26c46c14 þ c12c24c56 þ c12c246  c44c66c12
þ c46c25ðc66  c66Þ  c45c26ðc66  c66Þ;
D0 ¼ c14c66c25 þ c16c26c45 þ c12c46c56  c16c25c46  c14c26c56  c12c66c45;
ð3:7Þandj11ðpkÞ ¼ ðc22c46  c26c24Þp2k þ ðc26c46 þ c22c56  c66c24  c26c25Þpk þ ðc26c56  c66c25Þ;
j10ðpkÞ ¼ ðc224  c22c44Þp3k þ ð2c24c46  2c26c44 þ c25c24  c22c45Þp2k
þ ðc25c46 þ c24c56  c66c44 þ c246  2c26c45Þpk þ ðc46c56  c66c45Þ;
j21ðpkÞ ¼ ðc66c24  c26c46Þp2k þ ðc16c24 þ c66c25  c26c56  c12c46Þpk þ ðc16c25  c56c12Þ;
j20ðpkÞ ¼ ðc26c44  c24c46Þp3k þ ðc66c44 þ c26c45 þ c12c44  c24c14  c25c46  c246Þp2k
þ ðc66c45 þ c16c44 þ c12c45  c46c14  c46c56  c25c14Þpk þ ðc16c45  c56c14Þ;
j31ðpkÞ ¼ ðc226  c66c22Þp2k þ ½c26c12  c16c22 þ c26ðc66  c66Þpk þ ðc66c12  c16c26Þ;
j30ðpkÞ ¼ ðc22c46  c26c24Þp3k þ ðc22c14  c12c24 þ c26c46  c66c24Þp2k
þ ½2c26c14  c12c46  c16c24 þ c46ðc66  c66Þpk þ ðc66c14  c16c46Þ; ðk ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ:
ð3:8ÞNow there remains the task to determine the unknown parameters h1, h2 and k appearing in the eigenvectors
ak or bk. These unknown parameters hk (k = 1,2) and k may be determined by the conditions that the three
eigenvectors ak constructed above have to satisfy the eigenrelation in Eq. (2.6). Applying these conditions to
eigenvectors ak and with lengthy algebraic manipulations (substituting Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (2.6)), a vector equa-
tion is arrived for hk, asq  Uak ¼ ½q1ðhkÞ; 0; q3ðhkÞT ¼ 0; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; ð3:9Þ
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q3ðhkÞ ¼ ½nðpkÞhðpkÞ þ bðpkÞ=DðpkÞ; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; ð3:10bÞand another vector equation is also arrived for k asq  Ua3 ¼ ½q1ðkÞ; 0; q3ðkÞT ¼ 0; ð3:11Þ
whereq1ðkÞ ¼ ½gðp3Þ  fðp3Þkðp3Þ=Dðp3Þ; ð3:12aÞ
q3ðkÞ ¼ ½nðp3Þ  bðp3Þkðp3Þ=Dðp3Þ: ð3:12bÞIn Eqs. (3.10) and (3.12) the expressions for n(pk), b (pk), g(pk), f(pk), (k = 1,2,3) are listed in Appendix A.
Note that in the vector equation for the determination of hk there are two conditions available, i.e.,
q1(hk) = 0 and q3(hk) = 0, as shown in Eq. (3.9). Enforcing ﬁrst the condition q3(hk) = 0, then hk can be deter-
mined ashkðpkÞ ¼ 
bðpkÞ
nðpkÞ
; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ: ð3:13ÞIt can be veriﬁed, with the identityfðpkÞnðpkÞ  gðpkÞbðpkÞ ¼ DðpkÞjUðpkÞj; ðk ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ; ð3:14Þ
that the values of hk determined by the condition q3(hk) = 0 automatically satisfy the other condition in Eq.
(3.10a), i.e., q1(hk) = 0. Therefore only one condition in the vector equation for hk needed to be considered.
Similarly, in the vector equation for the determination of k there are two conditions available, i.e.,
q1(k) = 0 and q3(k) = 0, as shown in Eq. (3.11). Enforcing ﬁrst now the condition q1(k) = 0 in Eq. (3.12a),
k can be determined askðp3Þ ¼
gðp3Þ
fðp3Þ
: ð3:15ÞIt can also be veriﬁed, with the identity shown in Eq. (3.14), that the values of k determined by the condition
q1(k) = 0 automatically satisfy the other condition in Eq. (3.12b), i.e., q3(k) = 0. So far the unknown param-
eters are completely determined and are completely expressed in terms of the elastic stiﬀness. Hence the matri-
ces A and B are also expressed all in terms of the elastic stiﬀness.
4. Explicit expressions of L(v), S(v) and H(v) for anisotropic material
With the matrices A and B constructed in previously section, the three real matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v)
deﬁned in Eq. (2.11) can be determined without diﬃculty. It is known that the surface impedance matrix
M deﬁned asY ¼ M1  iAB1 ¼ L1ðvÞ  iSðvÞL1ðvÞ ð4:1Þ
is related to the matrices L(v) and S(v). Therefore we may construct matrix Y ﬁrst by multiplications of A and
B1, and then take the real and imaginary part of Y, respectively, matrices L1(v) and S(v)L1(v) may be
obtained. Using the procedure just described, we obtainL1ðvÞ ¼
Y 11 Y 12 Y 13
Y 12 Y 22 Y 23




75; SðvÞL1ðvÞ ¼ 0 Y^ 12 Y^ 13Y^ 12 0 Y^ 23
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Y 33 ¼ i½kp3H3  kC3 þ a33 þ qv2ðka21H3  ka31C0  a23H3 þ a33C0Þ=DB;
Y 12 ¼ Imf½kp3H1 þ a13Cþ C1  qv2ða22H0  a12C0 þ a23H1  a13H2Þ=DBg;
Y^ 12 ¼ Ref½kp3H1 þ a13Cþ C1  qv2ða22H0  a12C0 þ a23H1  a13H2Þ=DBg;
Y 13 ¼ Imf½kp3H0  kC1 þ a13  qv2ðka12C0  ka22H0 þ a23H0  a13C0Þ=DBg;
Y^ 13 ¼ Ref½kp3H0  kC1 þ a13  qv2ðka12C0  ka22H0 þ a23H0  a13C0Þ=DBg;
Y 23 ¼ Imf½kp3C0  kC2 þ a23=DBg; Y^ 23 ¼ Ref½kp3C0  kC2 þ a23=DBg;
ð4:3Þwhere DB = 1 + k(C + p3H) + qv
2(C0 + kH2  a23H) andH0 ¼ ðc22c46  c26c24ÞK2 þ ðc26c46 þ c22c56  c66c24  c26c25ÞK1 þ ðc26c56  c66c25ÞK0
þ ðc224  c22c44ÞX3 þ ð2c24c46  2c26c44 þ c25c24  c22c45ÞX2
þ ðc25c46 þ c24c56  c66c44 þ c246  2c26c45ÞX1 þ ðc46c56  c66c45ÞX0;
H1 ¼ h1h2½ðc22c46  c26c24ÞX2 þ ðc26c46 þ c22c56  c66c24  c26c25ÞX1 þ ðc26c56  c66c25ÞX0
þ ððc224  c22c44ÞP3 þ ð2c24c46  2c26c44 þ c25c24  c22c45ÞP2
þ ðc25c46 þ c24c56  c66c44 þ c246  2c26c45ÞP1 þ ðc46c56  c66c45ÞP0;
H2 ¼ h1h2½ðc66c24  c26c46ÞX2 þ ðc16c24 þ c66c25  c26c56  c12c46ÞX1
þ ðc16c25  c56c12ÞX0 þ ðc26c44  c24c46ÞP3 þ ðc16c45  c56c14ÞP0
þ ðc66c44 þ c26c45 þ c12c44  c24c14  c25c46  c246ÞP2
þ ðc66c45 þ c16c44 þ c12c45  c46c14  c46c56  c25c14ÞP1;
H3 ¼ ðc226  c66c22ÞK2 þ ½c26c12  c16c22 þ c26ðc66  c66ÞK1 þ ðc66c12  c16c26ÞK0
þ ðc22c46  c26c24ÞX3 þ ðc22c14  c12c24 þ c26c46  c66c24ÞX2
þ ½2c26c14  c12c46  c16c24 þ c46ðc66  c66ÞX1 þ ðc66c14  c16c46ÞX0; ð4:4Þ
C0 ¼ ðc66c24  c26c46ÞK2 þ ðc16c24 þ c66c25  c26c56  c12c46ÞK1 þ ðc16c25  c56c12ÞK0
þ ðc26c44  c24c46ÞX3 þ ðc66c44 þ c26c45 þ c12c44  c24c14  c25c46  c246ÞX2
þ ðc66c45 þ c16c44 þ c12c45  c46c14  c46c56  c25c14ÞX1 þ ðc16c45  c56c14ÞX0;
C1 ¼ ðc22c46  c26c24Þp1p2K1 þ ðc26c46 þ c22c56  c66c24  c26c25Þp1p2K0 þ ðc26c56  c66c25ÞK4
þ ðc224  c22c44Þp1p2X2 þ ð2c24c46  2c26c44 þ c25c24  c22c45Þp1p2X1
þ ðc25c46 þ c24c56  c66c44 þ c246  2c26c45Þp1p2X0 þ ðc46c56  c66c45ÞX4;
C2 ¼ ðc66c24  c26c46Þp1p2K1 þ ðc16c24 þ c66c25  c26c56  c12c46Þp1p2K0 þ ðc16c25  c56c12ÞK4
þ ðc26c44  c24c46Þp1p2X2 þ ðc66c44 þ c26c45 þ c12c44  c24c14  c25c46  c246Þp1p2X1
þ ðc66c45 þ c16c44 þ c12c45  c46c14  c46c56  c25c14Þp1p2X0 þ ðc16c45  c56c14ÞX4;
C3 ¼ ðc226  c66c22Þp1p2K1 þ ½c26c12  c16c22 þ c26ðc66  c66Þp1p2K0 þ ðc66c12  c16c26ÞK4
þ ðc22c46  c26c24Þp1p2X2 þ ðc22c14  c12c24 þ c26c46  c66c24Þp1p2X1
þ ½2c26c14  c12c46  c16c24 þ c46ðc66  c66Þp1p2X0 þ ðc66c14  c16c46ÞX4;
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p2  p1
; C ¼ h1p2  h2p1
p2  p1
; X0 ¼















































































ð4:5Þbe computed by the same procedures as described in the paper byLiou and Sung (submitted for publication). The
obtained explicit formulae for the elements of these matrices are the same as those three Barnett–Lothe tensors
for elastostatics (Liou and Sung, submitted for publication). Therefore, the obtained explicit formulae for these
matrices are not reproduced here. Instead, they are listed in Appendix B for readers’ convenience. It is noted that
although the explicit formulae for both elastodynamics and elastostatics are the same, the parameters appearing
in the formulae for L(v), S(v) and H(v) as presented in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) will take diﬀerent expressions which
account for the dynamic eﬀects, and the expressions for these parameters (Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4))will be reduced
to those for elastostatics when v = 0. In the following sections, results of L(v), S(v) and H(v) for materials with
special symmetric planes will be presented. The formulae obtained for matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v) for each of
a special material under considerationwill again take the same form as those for elastostatics and the expressions
for elastostatics may be recovered from those expressions for the elastodynamics by setting v = 0.
5. Monoclinic materials with the symmetry plane at x3 = 0
In this section the explicit expressions for matrices A and B and the three matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v) for
monoclinic materials with the symmetry plane at x3 = 0 will be presented. For monoclinic materials with the
symmetry plane at x3 = 0, the elastic stiﬀness can be obtained from general anisotropic materials by lettingc14 ¼ c15 ¼ c24 ¼ c25 ¼ c46 ¼ c56 ¼ 0: ð5:1Þ
The conditions of Eq. (5.1) imply that b(p1) = b (p2) = g(p3) = 0 and h1 = h2 = k = 0, so that the eigenvectors
ak and bk may be written in a simpler formak ¼ ½a1k; a2k; 0T; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; a3 ¼ ½0; 0; a33T; ð5:2Þ
bk ¼ ½pk þ qv2a2k; 1; 0T; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; b3 ¼ ½0; 0; 1T; ð5:3Þand the elements of matrices A and B, which may be specialized directly from the general results obtained in
Section 3, are expressed asa1kðpkÞ ¼ ðc22p2k þ 2c26pk þ c66Þ=DðpkÞ; ð5:4aÞ
a2kðpkÞ ¼ ðc26p2k þ ðc12 þ c66Þpk þ c16Þ=DðpkÞ; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; ð5:4bÞ
a33ðp3Þ ¼ ðc45 þ p3c44Þ1; ð5:4cÞwhereDðpkÞ ¼ ðc22c66  c226Þp2k þ ½c16c22  c12c26  c26ðc66  c66Þpk þ ðc16c26  c12c66Þ: ð5:5Þ
The procedures of the computations of the matrices L1(v), S(v)L1(v), L(v), S(v) and H(v) follow those de-
scribed in Section 4. In the derivations of these matrices, some properties of the eigenvalues for monoclinic
materials with the symmetry plane at x3 = 0 described below are needed. First note that for general aniso-
tropic materials the eigenvalues are determined by the following sextic equationd ¼ jU j ¼ 0; ð5:6Þ
8414 J.Y. Liou, J.C. Sung / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 8407–8423where U is deﬁned by Eq. (3.1). This sextic equation uncouples into a quadratic equationc44p2 þ 2c45pþ c55 ¼ 0 ð5:7aÞand a quartic equationðc22c66  c226Þp4  2ðc12c26  c16c22Þp3 þ ½2ðc16c26  c12c66Þ þ c11c22  c212 þ c66ðc66  c66Þp2
 2½c12c16  c11c26  c16ðc66  c66Þpþ ðc11c66  c216Þ¼ 0; ð5:7bÞfor monoclinic materials with the symmetry plane at x3 = 0. Therefore, the roots with positive imaginary parts
of above two equations may be expressed asp1 ¼ m1 þ in1; p2 ¼ m2 þ in2; p3 ¼
c45 þ iðc44c55  c245Þ1=2
c44
ð5:8Þin which mk (k = 1,2) are real and nk (k = 1,2) are real and positive. It is then easily veriﬁed that the
element Y33 of the third row and third column of the matrix L
1(v) may be simpliﬁed using the property
of p3 in Eq. (5.8). Furthermore the elements Y13 and Y23 of L
1(v) and the elements Y^ 13 and Y^ 23 of
S(v)L1(v) are all found to vanish if the conditions in Eq. (5.1) is imposed. With these facts described
above and with some algebraic calculations, it can be shown that the results of L1(v), S(v)L1(v),
L(v), S(v) and H(v) areL1ðvÞ ¼
Y 11 Y 12 0
Y 12 Y 22 0












Y 11Y 22Y 212
Y 12
Y 11Y 22Y 212
0
Y 12
Y 11Y 22Y 212
Y 11
Y 11Y 22Y 212
0




7775; SðvÞ ¼ Y^ 12Y 11Y 22  Y 212
Y 12 Y 11 0







Y 11Y 22  Y 212
Y 11ðY 212  Y 11Y 22 þ Y^ 212Þ Y 12ðY 212  Y 11Y 22 þ Y^ 212Þ 0
Y 12ðY 212  Y 11Y 22 þ Y^ 212Þ Y 22ðY 212  Y 11Y 22 þ Y^ 212Þ 0




75;whereY 11 ¼ i½ðc66X0 þ 2c26X1 þ c22X2Þ=DB;
Y 22 ¼ if½c16X4 þ ðp1p2Þððc12 þ c66ÞX0 þ c26X1Þ=DBg; ð5:10Þ
Y 12 ¼ Imf½c66X4 þ ðp1p2Þð2c26X0 þ c22X1Þ þ qv2X5=DBg;
Y^ 12 ¼ Ref½c66X4 þ ðp1p2Þð2c26X0 þ c22X1Þ þ qv2X5=DBg;
Y 33 ¼ ðc44c55  c245Þ1=2;where
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X0 ¼ 1Dðp1ÞDðp2Þ
fðc22c66  c226Þðp1 þ p2Þ þ ½c16c22  c12c26  c26ðc66  c66Þg;
X1 ¼ 1Dðp1ÞDðp2Þ
½ðc22c66  c226Þðp1p2Þ þ ðc12c66  c16c26Þ; ð5:11Þ
X2 ¼ 1Dðp1ÞDðp2Þ
fðc12c66  c16c26Þðp1 þ p2Þ þ ½c12c26  c16c22 þ c26ðc66  c66Þðp1p2Þg;
X4 ¼ 1Dðp1ÞDðp2Þ
fðc16c26  c12c66Þ þ ðc22c66  c226Þðp21 þ p22 þ p1p2Þ
þ ½c16c22  c12c26  c26ðc66  c66Þðp1 þ p2Þg;
X5 ¼ 1Dðp1ÞDðp2Þ
f½c22ðc12 þ c66Þ  2c26c26p1p2 þ ðc22c16  c66c26Þðp1 þ p2Þ þ ½2c26c16  c66ðc12 þ c66Þg:Note that the explicit formulae (Eq. (5.9))for the elements of matrices L(v), S(v) andH(v) for monoclinic mate-
rials with the symmetry plane at x3 = 0 are the same as those for elastosatics (Liou and Sung, submitted for
publication). However, parameters expressed in Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11) contain the elastodynamic eﬀects and
they are reduced to those for elastostatics when v = 0 (Liou and Sung, submitted for publication). Note also
that these parameters are expressed in terms of the elastic stiﬀness and eigenvalues. They are independent of
the eigenvectors. Therefore matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v) obtained above are still valid for the degenerate prob-
lems when repeated eigenvalues occur.6. Monoclinic materials with the symmetry plane at x1 = 0
For monoclinic materials with the symmetry plane at x1 = 0, the elastic stiﬀness can be obtained from gen-
eral anisotropic materials by letting c15 = c16 = c25 = c26 = c45 = c46 = 0. With these vanishing elements, the
sextic equation in Eq. (5.6) becomesd ¼ d6p6 þ d4p4 þ d2p2 þ d0 ¼ 0; ð6:1Þwhered6 ¼ c66c22c44  c66c224;
d4 ¼ 2c12c24c14 þ 2c12c24c56 þ 2c66c24c14  2c12c66c44  2c14c56c22
þ c11c22c44 þ c66c22c55  c22c214  c44c212  c22c256  c11c224 þ c44c66ðc66  c66Þ;
d2 ¼ c11c22c55 þ c11c66c44  2c11c56c24  2c12c66c55 þ 2c12c56c14  c66c214
þ 2c12c256  c55c212 þ c55c66ðc66  c66Þ  c256ðc66  c66Þ  2c14c56ðc66  c66Þ;
d0 ¼ c11c55c66  c11c256:
ð6:2ÞThe roots corresponding to Eq. (6.1) can be classiﬁed into two types (Wei and Ting, 1994). For the type I, the
roots arep1 ¼ in1; p2 ¼ in2; p3 ¼ in3 ðn1 > 0; n2 > 0; n3 > 0Þ; ð6:3aÞwhich are all purely imaginary. As to type II, the roots arep1 ¼ m1 þ in1; p2 ¼ m1 þ in1; p3 ¼ in3: ð6:3bÞMatrices A and B for this material may be specialized again from the general results presented in Section 3.
The parameters in Eq. (3.6) are simpliﬁed to
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j10ðpkÞ ¼ ðc224  c22c44Þp3k þ ðc24c56  c66c44Þpk;
j21ðpkÞ ¼ c66c24p2k  c56c12;
j20ðpkÞ ¼ ðc66c44 þ c12c44  c24c14Þp2k  c56c14; ðk ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ; ð6:4Þ
j31ðpkÞ ¼ c66c22p2k þ c66c12;
j30ðpkÞ ¼ ðc22c14  c12c24  c66c24Þp2k þ c66c14;
DðpkÞ ¼ ðc66c22c44  c66c224Þp3k þ ðc66c24c14 þ c12c24c56  c22c56c14  c12c66c44Þpk:Similarly, the parameters hk(pk), (k = 1,2) and k(p3) given by Eqs. (3.13) and (3.15), respectively, may also be
simpliﬁed with new expressions for g(p3), f(p3), n(pk), b(pk), (k = 1,2) which are given in Appendix A. With
matrices A and B obtained above and with the properties of the eigenvalues in Eq. (6.3), matrices L1(v),
S (v)L1(v), L(v), S(v) and H(v) are obtained asL1ðvÞ ¼
Y 11 0 0
0 Y 22 Y 23




75; SðvÞL1ðvÞ ¼ 0 Y^ 12 Y^ 13Y^ 12 0 0










Y 22Y 33Y 223
Y 23
Y 22Y 33Y 223
0 Y 23
Y 22Y 33Y 223
Y 22





0 Y^ 13Y 23Y^ 12Y 33
Y 22Y 33Y 223
Y^ 12Y 23Y^ 13Y 22












Y 11  Y^
2
12
Y 332Y^ 12 Y^ 13Y 23þY^ 213Y 22
Y 22Y 33Y 223
0 0




Y 23  Y^ 12Y^ 13Y 11








ð6:5ÞwhereY 11 ¼ i½H0 þ kH1  a13H=DB; Y 22 ¼ i½kp3H2 þ a23Cþ C2=DB;
Y 33 ¼ i½kp3H3  kC3 þ a33 þ qv2ðka21H3  ka31C0  a23H3 þ a33C0Þ=DB;
Y 23 ¼ Imf½kp3C0  kC2 þ a23=DBg; ð6:6Þ
Y^ 12 ¼ Ref½kp3H1 þ a13Cþ C1  qv2ða22H0  a12C0 þ a23H1  a13H2Þ=DBg;
Y^ 13 ¼ Ref½kp3H0  kC1 þ a13  qv2ðka12C0  ka22H0 þ a23H0  a13C0Þ=DBg;where DB = 1 + k(C + p3H) + qv
2(C0 + kH2  a23H) andH0 ¼ ðc22c56  c66c24ÞK1 þ ðc224  c22c44ÞX3 þ ðc24c56  c66c44ÞX1;
H1 ¼ h1h2ðc22c56  c66c24ÞX1 þ ðc224  c22c44ÞP3 þ ðc24c56  c66c44ÞP1;
H2 ¼ h1h2ðc66c24X2  c56c12X0Þ þ ðc66c44 þ c12c44  c24c14ÞP2  c56c14P0;
H3 ¼ c66c22K2 þ c66c12K0 þ ðc22c14  c12c24  c66c24ÞX2 þ c66c14X0; ð6:7Þ
C0 ¼ c66c24K2  c56c12K0 þ ðc66c44 þ c12c44  c24c14ÞX2  c56c14X0;
C1 ¼ ðc22c56  c66c24Þp1p2K0 þ ðc224  c22c44Þp1p2X2 þ ðc24c56  c66c44Þp1p2X0;
C2 ¼ c66c24p1p2K1  c56c12K4 þ ðc66c44 þ c12c44  c24c14Þp1p2X1  c56c14X4;
C3 ¼ c66c22p1p2K1 þ c66c12K4 þ ðc22c14  c12c24  c66c24Þp1p2X1 þ c66c14X4;and parameters H, C, Xi (i = 0,1,2,3,4), Ki (i = 0,1,2,4), and Pi (i = 0,1,2,3) are deﬁned by Eq. (4.5). Here
we emphasize again that the explicit formulae (Eq. (6.5)) obtained for the elements of matrices L(v), S(v) and
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eters expressed in Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) will be reduced to those for elastostatics when v = 0.7. Monoclinic materials with the symmetry plane at x2 = 0
For monoclinic materials with the symmetry plane at x2 = 0, the elastic stiﬀness can be obtained from gen-
eral anisotropic materials by letting c14 = c16 = c24 = c26 = c45 = c56 = 0. With these vanishing elements, the
sextic equation in Eq. (5.6) becomesd ¼ d6p6 þ d4p4 þ d2p2 þ d0 ¼ 0; ð7:1Þ
whered6 ¼ c66c22c44  c22c246;
d4 ¼ 2c12c25c46  2c15c22c46  2c12c44c66 þ c11c22c44 þ c55c22c66
þ 2c12c246  c66c225  c44c212 þ c44c66ðc66  c66Þ  c246ðc66  c66Þ;
d2 ¼ 2c15c66c25 þ 2c12c25c15 þ 2c15c12c46  2c55c12c66  2c11c25c46  c22c215  c55c212
þ c11c22c55 þ c11c44c66  c11c246  c11c225 þ c66c55ðc66  c66Þ  2c15c46ðc66  c66Þ;
d0 ¼ c11c55c66  c66c215:
ð7:2ÞThe types of the roots corresponding to Eq. (7.1) are exactly the same as those in Eqs. (6.3a,b). Matrices A and
B for this material may be specialized from the general results constructed in Section 3 with the parameters in
Eq. (3.6) simpliﬁed toj11ðpkÞ ¼ c22c46p2k  c66c25;
j10ðpkÞ ¼ c22c44p3k þ ðc25c46  c66c44 þ c246Þpk;
j21ðpkÞ ¼ ðc66c25  c12c46Þpk;
j20ðpkÞ ¼ ðc66c44 þ c12c44  c25c46  c246Þp2k ; ðk ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ; ð7:3Þ
j31ðpkÞ ¼ c66c22p2k þ c66c12;
j30ðpkÞ ¼ c22c46p3k þ ½c46ðc66  c66Þ  c12c46pk;
DðpkÞ ¼ ðc66c44  c246Þc22p3k þ ½ðc246  c44c66Þc12 þ c46c25ðc66  c66Þpk:Similarly, the parameters hk(pk), (k = 1,2) and k(p3) given by Eqs. (3.13) and (3.15), respectively, may be sim-
pliﬁed but with new expressions for g(p3), f(p3), n(pk), b(pk), (k = 1,2) which are given in Appendix A.
Employing the same procedure used as before and the properties of the eigenvalues in Eq. (6.3), matrices
L1(v), S(v)L1(v), L(v), S(v) and H(v) are obtained asL1ðvÞ ¼
Y 11 0 Y 13
0 Y 22 0




75; SðvÞL1ðvÞ ¼ 0 Y^ 12 0Y^ 12 0 Y^ 23







Y 11Y 33Y 213
0 Y 13
Y 11Y 33Y 213
0 1Y 22 0
Y 13
Y 11Y 33Y 213
0 Y 11





0 Y^ 12Y 22 0
Y^ 12Y 33þY^ 23Y 13
Y 11Y 33Y 213
0  Y^ 12Y 13þY^ 23Y 11
Y 11Y 33Y 213










0 Y 13 þ Y^ 12 Y^ 23Y 22
0 Y 22  Y^
2
12
Y 33þ2Y^ 12Y^ 23Y 13þY^ 223Y 11
Y 11Y 33Y 213
0
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Y 33 ¼ i½kp3H3  kC3 þ a33 þ qv2ðka21H3  ka31C0  a23H3 þ a33C0Þ=DB;
Y 13 ¼ Imf½kp3H0  kC1 þ a13  qv2ðka12C0  ka22H0 þ a23H0  a13C0Þ=DBg; ð7:5Þ
Y^ 12 ¼ Ref½kp3H1 þ a13Cþ C1  qv2ða22H0  a12C0 þ a23H1  a13H2Þ=DBg;
Y^ 23 ¼ Ref½kp3C0  kC2 þ a23=DBg;where DB = 1 + k(C + p3H) + qv
2(C0 + kH2  a23H) andH0 ¼ c22c46K2  c66c25K0  c22c44X3 þ ðc25c46  c66c44 þ c246ÞX1;
H1 ¼ h1h2ðc22c46X2  c66c25X0Þ  c22c44P3 þ ðc25c46  c66c44 þ c246ÞP1;
H2 ¼ h1h2ðc66c25  c12c46ÞX1 þ ðc66c44 þ c12c44  c25c46  c246ÞP2;
H3 ¼ c66c22K2 þ c66c12K0 þ c22c46X3 þ ½c46ðc66  c66Þ  c12c46X1; ð7:6Þ
C0 ¼ ðc66c25  c12c46ÞK1 þ ðc66c44 þ c12c44  c25c46  c246ÞX2;
C1 ¼ c22c46p1p2K1  c66c25K4  c22c44p1p2X2 þ ðc25c46  c66c44 þ c246Þp1p2X0;
C2 ¼ ðc66c25  c12c46Þp1p2K0 þ ðc66c44 þ c12c44  c25c46  c246Þp1p2X1;
C3 ¼ c66c22p1p2K1 þ c66c12K4 þ c22c46p1p2X2 þ ½c46ðc66  c66Þ  c12c46p1p2X0;and parameters H, C, Xi (i = 0,1,2,3), Ki (i = 0,1,2,4), and Pi (i = 1,2,3) are deﬁned by Eq. (4.5). Note again
that by setting v = 0 in the expressions expressed in Eq. (7.5), the results for elasostatics are recovered for
monoclinic materials with the symmetry plane at x2 = 0 (Liou and Sung, submitted for publication).
8. The explicit expressions of A, B and L(v), S(v), H(v) for orthotropic material
For the orthotropic materials, explicit forms of the elements of L(v), S(v) and H(v) expressed in terms of
elastic stiﬀness have been presented by Dongye and Ting (1989). To validate our results, we show below that
our results for general anisotropic materials may be reduced to those of Dongye and Ting (1989) for ortho-
tropic materials. For orthotropic materials the elastic stiﬀness can be obtained from the monoclinic materials
with the symmetry plane at x3 = 0 by letting c16 = c26 = c45 = 0, and the associated sextic equation is sepa-
rated into two equations, i.e.,ðc44p2 þ c55Þ ¼ 0; ð8:1aÞ








: ð8:2bÞElements matrices A and B for orthotropic materials may be simpliﬁed directly from the results of monoclinic
materials with the symmetry plane at x3 = 0. The forms of the eigenvectors ak and bk for orthotropic materials
are kept the same as those in Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3), however, the elements aik (i,k = 1,2) and a33 in Eq. (5.4)
should be replaced bya1kðpkÞ ¼ ðc22p2k þ c66Þ=ðc66c22p2k  c66c12Þ; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; ð8:3aÞ
a2kðpkÞ ¼ ðc12 þ c66Þpk=ðc66c22p2k  c66c12Þ; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; ð8:3bÞ
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The matrices L1(v), S(v)L1(v), L(v), S(v) and H(v) in Eq. (5.9) are then calculated, with the properties of the
eigenvalues in Eq. (8.2). The results areL1ðvÞ ¼
Y 11 0 0
0 Y 22 0











Y 111 0 0
0 Y 122 0




75; SðvÞ ¼ 0 Y^ 12Y
1
22 0







ðY 11Y 22  Y^ 212ÞY 122 0 0
0 ðY 11Y 22  Y^ 212ÞY 111 0




75;whereY 22 ¼  c66c66
ðp1p2ÞY 11 ¼ ic22c66ðc12 þ c66Þðp1p2Þðp1 þ p2ÞX1;
Y^ 12 ¼ ½ðc12 þ qv2Þc66c66  c222c66ðp1p2Þ2  c66c22c66ðp21 þ p22Þ ð8:5Þ
 c22c66ðc12 þ c66Þðp1p2ÞX1;
Y 33 ¼ ðc44c55Þ1=2;
whereX ¼ c22c66½c22c66ðp1p2Þ2  c12c66ðp21 þ p22Þ þ c212c66c66 þ qv2ðc12 þ c66Þðp1p2c22c66 þ c12c66Þ: ð8:6Þ
The above explicit expressions for the matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v) are slightly diﬀerent from those given by
Dongye and Ting (1989). However, it is noted that for orthotropic materials the two roots p1 and p2 in Eq.






; p21 þ p22 ¼ 
ðc11c22 þ c66c66Þ  ðc12 þ c66Þ2
c22c66
;
p1 þ p2 ¼ i




ð8:7ÞWith these results, the elements Y11, Y22 and Y^ 12 in matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v) (Eq. (8.4)) can be further












p þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃc66c66p 2  ðc12 þ c66Þ2h i1=2X1;
Y^ 12 ¼ ½ðc66c11c22c66Þ1=2  c12c66ðc12 þ c66ÞX1; ð8:8ÞwhereX ¼ ðc66 þ c12Þ½c66ðc11c22  c212Þ  qv2ðc66c11c66c22Þ1=2; ð8:9Þ
which completely agree with those elements of L(v), S(v) and H(v) presented by Dongye and Ting (1989).
9. Conclusions
In this paper, the explicit expressions of the three matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v) are presented in terms of the
elastic stiﬀness. Results for the monoclinic materials with symmetry plane at x3 = 0, x2 = 0, and x1 = 0 are all
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present results. Final remark is that the vanishing of the determinant of the matrix B constructed in Section 3
will give rise to the secular equation for the investigation of the speed of the surface wave propagating in aniso-
tropic materials. In view of the parameters entering into the matrix B all have been expressed in terms of the
elastic stiﬀness in Section 3, thus the secular equation obtained from jBj = 0 will also be expressed in terms of
the elastic stiﬀness for general anisotropic materials. The results of this analysis will be presented elsewhere.
Appendix A
In Eqs. (3.13) and (3.15) hk and k for general anisotropic materials are determined ashkðpkÞ ¼ 
bðpkÞ
nðpkÞ
; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ ðA:1Þandkðp3Þ ¼
gðp3Þ
fðp3Þ




















k ðA:3Þandb4 ¼ c56c22c44  c46c22c45 þ c46c25c24  c25c26c44 þ c24c26c45  c56c224;
b3 ¼ c14c25c24  c14c22c45  c25c12c44  c46c26c45 þ c25c246  c55c22c46
þ c24c12c45 þ c24c66c45 þ c56c22c45 þ c15c22c44  c15c224 þ c55c26c24
 c56c25c24  c25c26c45  c56c24c46 þ c56c26c44  c25c66c44 þ c46c225;
b2 ¼ c25c12c45  c25c16c44 þ c24c16c45 þ c14c25c46 þ c56c25c46
þ c14c24c56  c56c12c44  2c14c26c45  2c15c24c46 þ 2c15c26c44
þ c56c26c45  c15c25c24  c25c66c45 þ c46c12c45 þ c15c22c45
þ c55c12c24 þ c55c66c24  c55c22c14  c55c26c46 þ c14c225  c24c256
þ c56c44ðc66  c66Þ  c46c45ðc66  c66Þ;
b1 ¼ c46c16c45  c25c16c45  c15c24c56 þ c55c16c24  c14c66c45
þ 2c15c26c45 þ 2c56c25c14  2c55c26c14 þ c55c46c12 þ c15c66c44
þ c14c46c56  c56c12c45  c15c25c46  c56c16c44  c15c246
 c55c46ðc66  c66Þ þ c56c45ðc66  c66Þ;
b0 ¼ c15c66c45 þ c55c16c46  c55c66c14  c56c16c45  c15c46c56 þ c14c256;
n4 ¼ c66c22c44 þ 2c26c24c46  c44c226  c22c246  c66c224;
n3 ¼ 2c26c24c56  2c66c25c24 þ 2c26c25c46 þ 2c66c22c45  2c56c46c22  2c45c226
þ c26c24c14  c14c46c22 þ c12c24c46 þ c16c22c44  c12c26c44  c16c224
þ c46c24ðc66  c66Þ  c44c26ðc66  c66Þ;
n2 ¼ 2c56c26c25 þ 2c16c22c45  2c12c26c45  2c16c25c24  c12c66c44
J.Y. Liou, J.C. Sung / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 8407–8423 8421þ c15c26c24 þ c12c25c46  c14c56c22  c15c22c46 þ c66c24c14
þ c16c26c44 þ c12c24c56  c26c46c14  c16c24c46 þ c55c66c22
þ c26c25c14 þ c12c246  c66c225  c22c256  c55c226
þ c56c24ðc66  c66Þ þ c46c25ðc66  c66Þ  2c45c26ðc66  c66Þ;
n1 ¼ 2c12c46c56 þ 2c16c26c45  2c12c66c45 þ c15c26c25  c15c26c46
þ c14c66c25  c14c26c56  c16c24c56  c55c26c12 þ c55c16c22
þ c15c66c24 þ c25c56c12  c15c22c56  c16c25c46  c16c225
þ c56c25ðc66  c66Þ  c55c26ðc66  c66Þ;
n0 ¼ c55c16c26  c55c66c12 þ c15c66c25  c15c26c56  c56c16c25 þ c12c256; ðA:4Þ
g3 ¼ c16c26c24  c16c22c46  c12c66c24 þ c12c26c46 þ c14c66c22  c14c226
þ c66c24ðc66  c66Þ  c46c26ðc66  c66Þ;
g2 ¼ c14c16c22 þ c12c56c26 þ c16c26c25  c16c22c56  c12c66c25  c15c226
þ c15c66c22  c14c26c12  c12c16c24 þ c46c212  c11c22c46 þ c11c26c24
þ c66c25ðc66  c66Þ  c46c12ðc66  c66Þ  c14c26ðc66  c66Þ
þ 2c16c24ðc66  c66Þ  c56c26ðc66  c66Þ;
g1 ¼ c15c16c22 þ c16c46c12  c12c16c25 þ c56c212  c15c26c12 þ c14c16c26  c24c216
þ c11c66c24 þ c11c26c25  c11c26c46  c11c22c56  c66c14c12
þ 2c16c25ðc66  c66Þ  c15c26ðc66  c66Þ  c56c12ðc66  c66Þ;
g0 ¼ c16c56c12 þ c15c16c26  c25c216 þ c11c66c25  c15c66c12  c11c26c56;
f5 ¼ c66c22c44  c44c226  c22c246  c66c224 þ 2c26c24c46;
f4 ¼ 2c16c22c44 þ 2c12c24c46 þ 2c26c24c14  2c12c26c44  2c14c46c22  c45c226
þ c26c25c46 þ c26c24c56 þ c66c22c45  c66c25c24  c56c46c22  2c16c224;
f3 ¼ 2c12c24c14  2c12c26c45  2c26c46c14  2c16c24c46 þ 2c12c246
þ c12c24c56 þ c12c25c46 þ c15c26c24  c15c22c46  c14c56c22
þ 2c66c24c14 þ 2c16c26c44 þ 2c16c22c45  2c16c25c24
þ c26c25c14  2c12c66c44  c44c212  c22c214 þ c11c22c44  c11c224
þ c44c66ðc66  c66Þ  c246ðc66  c66Þ;
f2 ¼ c12c25c14  c16c24c56  c14c26c56 þ c15c12c24 þ c14c66c25  c45c212
þ 2c16c26c45  c15c22c14  c15c26c46  c16c25c46  2c16c12c44  2c26c214
þ 2c16c24c14  2c12c66c45 þ c15c66c24 þ 2c12c46c56 þ 2c12c46c14
þ 2c11c26c44  c11c25c24  2c11c24c46 þ c11c22c45  c56c46ðc66  c66Þ
þ 2c16c44ðc66  c66Þ þ c66c45ðc66  c66Þ  2c14c46ðc66  c66Þ;
f1 ¼ c15c12c46 þ c12c56c14 þ c15c16c24  c44c216 þ c16c25c14 þ c11c66c44 þ 2c11c26c45
þ 2c16c46c14  2c15c26c14  2c16c12c45  c11c246  c66c214  c11c24c56  c11c25c46
 c15c46ðc66  c66Þ  c56c14ðc66  c66Þ þ 2c16c45ðc66  c66Þ;
f0 ¼ c15c16c46 þ c16c56c14  c45c216  c15c66c14  c11c46c56 þ c11c66c45:For monoclinic materials with the symmetry plane at x1 = 0, (A.4) are simpliﬁed to
8422 J.Y. Liou, J.C. Sung / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 8407–8423b ¼ ðc56c22c44  c56c224Þp4k þ ðc14c256  c55c66c14Þ þ ½c56c44ðc66  c66Þ
þ c55c66c24 þ c14c56c24  c56c44c12 þ c55c24c12  c55c22c14  c24c256p2k ;
n ¼ ðc66c22c44  c66c224Þp4k þ ðc12c256  c12c66c55Þ þ ðc66c22c55  c14c56c22
þ c12c24c56  c12c66c44 þ c66c24c14  c22c256 þ c56c24ðc66  c66ÞÞp2k ;
g ¼ ½c14c22c66  c12c66c24 þ c24c66ðc66  c66Þp3k ðA:5Þ
þ ½c11c66c24  c11c56c22  c14c66c12 þ c56c212  c12c56ðc66  c66Þpk;
f ¼ ðc66c22c44  c66c224Þp5k þ ½c12c24c56 þ c11c22c44  c14c56c22  c11c224
þ 2c66c24c14 þ 2c12c24c14  2c12c66c44  c44c212  c22c214 þ c44c66ðc66  c66Þp3k
þ ½c66c214  c11c56c24 þ c12c56c14 þ c11c66c44  c14c56ðc66  c66Þpk:For monoclinic materials with the symmetry plane at x2 = 0, (A.4) are simpliﬁed tob ¼ ðc15c22c44 þ c25c246  c25c44c12  c25c44c66 þ c46c225  c55c22c46Þp3k
þ ½c15c44c66 þ c55c12c46  c15c25c46  c15c246  c46c55ðc66  c66Þpk;
n ¼ ðc66c22c44  c22c246Þp4k þ ½c12c25c46 þ c55c22c66  c15c22c46  c12c66c44
þ c12c246  c66c225 þ c25c46ðc66  c66Þp2k þ ðc15c66c25  c12c66c55Þ;
g ¼ ½c46c212  c12c66c25  c11c22c46 þ c15c22c66 þ c25c66ðc66  c66Þ ðA:6Þ
 c12c46ðc66  c66Þp2k þ ðc11c66c25  c15c12c66Þ;
f ¼ ðc44c22c66  c22c246Þp5k þ ½c12c25c46 þ c11c22c44  2c12c44c66  c15c22c46
þ 2c12c246  c44c212  c246ðc66  c66Þ þ c44c66ðc66  c66Þp3k
þ ½c11c44c66 þ c15c12c46  c11c25c46  c11c246  c15c46ðc66  c66Þpk:Appendix B
The obtained explicit formulae for the elements of matrices L(v), S(v) and H(v) for general anisotropic
materials are exactly the same as those for elaststatics (Liou and Sung, submitted for publication). The explicit
formulae for the elements of the matrix L(v) areLðvÞ ¼
ðY 22Y 33  Y 223Þ=DL ðY 13Y 23  Y 12Y 33Þ=DL ðY 12Y 23  Y 13Y 22Þ=DL
ðY 13Y 23  Y 12Y 33Þ=DL ðY 11Y 33  Y 213Þ=DL ðY 12Y 13  Y 23Y 11Þ=DL




75; ðB:1Þwhile the explicit formulae for the elements of matrix S(v) are asS11 ¼ ½Y^ 12ðY 12Y 33  Y 13Y 23Þ þ Y^ 13ðY 13Y 22  Y 12Y 23Þ=DL;
S12 ¼ ½Y^ 12ðY 213  Y 11Y 33Þ þ Y^ 13ðY 11Y 23  Y 12Y 13Þ=DL;
S13 ¼ ½Y^ 12ðY 11Y 23  Y 12Y 13Þ þ Y^ 13ðY 212  Y 11Y 22Þ=DL;
S21 ¼ ½Y^ 12ðY 22Y 33  Y 223Þ þ Y^ 23ðY 13Y 22  Y 12Y 23Þ=DL;
S22 ¼ ½Y^ 12ðY 13Y 23  Y 12Y 33Þ þ Y^ 23ðY 11Y 23  Y 12Y 13Þ=DL; ðB:2Þ
S23 ¼ ½Y^ 12ðY 12Y 23  Y 13Y 22Þ þ Y^ 23ðY 212  Y 11Y 22Þ=DL;
S31 ¼ ½Y^ 13ðY 22Y 33  Y 223Þ þ Y^ 23ðY 13Y 23  Y 12Y 33Þ=DL;
S32 ¼ ½Y^ 13ðY 13Y 23  Y 12Y 33Þ þ Y^ 23ðY 11Y 33  Y 213Þ=DL;
S33 ¼ ½Y^ 13ðY 12Y 23  Y 13Y 22Þ þ Y^ 23ðY 12Y 23  Y 11Y 23Þ=DL:As to matrix H(v), the explicit formulae are
J.Y. Liou, J.C. Sung / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 8407–8423 8423H 11 ¼ Y 11  ½Y^ 212ðY 11Y 33  Y 213Þ þ 2Y^ 12Y^ 13ðY 12Y 13  Y 11Y 23Þ þ Y^ 213ðY 11Y 22  Y 212Þ=DL;
H 12 ¼ Y 12  ½Y^ 212ðY 12Y 33  Y 13Y 23Þ þ Y^ 12Y^ 23ðY 12Y 13  Y 11Y 23Þ
þ Y^ 12Y^ 13ðY 13Y 22  Y 12Y 23Þ þ Y^ 13Y^ 23ðY 11Y 22  Y 212Þ=DL;
H 13 ¼ Y 13  ½Y^ 213ðY 13Y 22  Y 12Y 23Þ þ Y^ 12Y^ 23ðY 213  Y 11Y 33Þ
þ Y^ 12Y^ 13ðY 12Y 33  Y 13Y 23Þ þ Y^ 13Y^ 23ðY 11Y 23  Y 12Y 13Þ=DL; ðB:3Þ
H 22 ¼ Y 22  ½Y^ 212ðY 22Y 33  Y 223Þ þ 2Y^ 12Y^ 23ðY 13Y 22  Y 12Y 23Þ þ Y^ 223ðY 11Y 22  Y 212Þ=DL;
H 23 ¼ Y 23  ½Y^ 223ðY 11Y 23  Y 12Y 13Þ þ Y^ 12Y^ 23ðY 13Y 23  Y 12Y 33Þ
þ Y^ 12Y^ 13ðY 22Y 33  Y 223Þ þ Y^ 13Y^ 23ðY 13Y 22  Y 12Y 23Þ=DL;
H 33 ¼ Y 33  ½Y^ 213ðY 22Y 33  Y 223Þ þ 2Y^ 13Y^ 23ðY 13Y 23  Y 12Y 33Þ þ Y^ 223ðY 11Y 33  Y 213Þ=DL:In Eqs. (B.1)–(B.3), Yij (i, j = 1,2,3) and Y^ ij ði; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; i 6¼ jÞ are given in Eq. (4.3), and
DL ¼ Y 11Y 22Y 33 þ 2Y 12Y 13Y 23  Y 11Y 223  Y 22Y 213  Y 33Y 212: ðB:4ÞReferences
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